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The Company Store

This summer I spent a few days in Zion Canyon, Utah.  It’s a beautiful place carved into a seemingly lifeless desert. I think of the 
pioneers that fi rst saw Zion and what their life was life back then: the brazen forays of the early adventurers giving way to paths, 
then roads, then settlements with churches and general stores fi lled with those things needed to sustain those traveling through.  
The company stores were brick and mortar aff airs (or perhaps timber and adobe) owned and operated by moms-and-pops (I think of 
the TV character “Mr. Oleson”) eventually selling out to regional then national concerns when their “juniors” opted to ply another 
profession. The national stores with names like “Woolworths” and “JC Penney” occupied spaces with newer constructions, now 
steel framed, replete with nice carpeting and fl uorescent lighting. Yet, these places were the natural extension of the moms-and-
pops, carrying inventory and fi lling shelves with items deemed necessary by those purchasing.  And so it has been for decades upon 
centuries and continues…until now. 

Now it’s all diff erent.  The “general” stores of the sparse towns surrounding Zion have now been largely converted to community 
centers and skating rinks.  People get their necessities from Amazon, delivering their ordered goods to their doorsteps in a day or 
two, bundled up into recyclable smiling boxes, a click away, satisfaction bolstered by customer reviews.  Amazon is not the natural 
progression of things.  Amazon is a sea of change.  And so it will be for us.

Most of us live as regional entities with mom-and-pop names like “Haley and Aldrich,” “Shannon and Wilson,” “Schnabel,” and 
“Kleinfelder.” Some have morphed into national providers: “Terracon,” “AECOM,” “WSP.”  The names tell us the diff erence!  And 
nearly all stock the shelves with geotechnical and environmental goods. Mr. Oleson would say, “Step right up to the counter here; 
order you up an investigation report and we’ll throw in the borings and site plan too. Laboratory testing is extra.”  We deliver our 
engineering and perform our construction testing as did our “moms-and-pops” before us.  “Wait!” some say, “It’s diff erent now…
we use AutoCAD and word processing, not to mention that we send our reports as pdf’s via email!”  Sounds like fl uorescent lighting.  

The information age that has put Kmart and Sears (the fi rst “internet” (okay…catalog) player) out of business is the same silent 
force that is changing our entire world around us and it will change us too.  There will be those among us that see the opportunity 
for what it is.  Jeff  Bezos?  Maybe not so much.  Maybe more like Marvin Ellison at Lowe’s.  These will be the ones that fi rst recognize 
the power of the data that is delivered smoothly and fl awlessly. The power of positionally indexed information delivered in 3D 
mapping tools seamlessly integrated into other 3D maps showing geologic contacts, prior excavations, proposed constructions.  But 
that’s just the beginning.  Those that harness these nascent tools will soon refocus their eff orts from the development of subsurface 
mapping information to the interpretation of subsurface mapping information and we will soon clearly see the real unmet need of 
our profession: understanding the mechanical behavior of geologically-formed particulate materials with properties that change 
with density, moisture, time, and discontinuities.  Amazon’s real strength lies not in the web-based ordering format that lets us 
purchasers browse in our pajamas. Amazon’s strength lies in what it learns from the data that we leave behind – our likes and 
dislikes; how many clicks it takes to buy; how to position goods in front of us; when to send us banner ads on our Facebook accounts 
to “enhance” our decision to buy.  

Some think that we are diff erent.  Our deliverables are about our relationships and our ability to know the local geology.  We are a 
service profession after all.  Perhaps. And perhaps Mr. Oleson thought the same.  
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